The term compliant defiance in part is meant to capture a widespread sentiment among my friends and neighbors in Santo Domingo that directly associated political knowledge and actions with something far less positive: the responsibility and, more, the culpability ordinary citizens in Colonia Santo Domingo shared in their own social problems. My intent was to explore issues of power and knowledge and to more forthrightly acknowledge what my friends and neighbors in Santo Domingo repeatedly emphasized to me when they held themselves and other residents of the colonia accountable for their political thoughts and actions, regardless who they were or how little power they evidently had.
Beyond 3 One aspect of this exploration of the concept of compliant defiance was to critique the term agency as it had come to be used in the previous two decades in scholarly writing, for instance, with regard to social movements.
2 Agency often stands in contrast to culpability and as such has been a useful concept in challenging determinist thinking in the social sciences, giving the dispossessed a fuller voice in deciding their own fates, victories, and tragedies. As often than not, however, agency has referred rather exclusively to the politically progressive efforts of los de abajo only when they are able to substantially break free of what are often held to be preexisting structural and systemic constraints. How one understands failures or situations when the poor dare not even attempt to break out are subjects many analysts have been more reluctant to address. At the least, agency has been absent as a concept when the issue of compliance arises, if it is entertained as a characterization at all. For whatever reason, then, agency is used to capture aspects of defiance but has been less useful in helping us conceptualize compliance.
As John Monteiro (elsewhere in this volume) demonstrates so carefully and clearly, the meanings and implications of indigenous "collaboration" with colonial powers and projects in Brazil, have broader ramifications for scholars of social movements, protests, and resistance. Yet lopsided and often wooden analysis of those who would resist remains common. Thus the propensity to romance the politically successful among the dispossessed, as shown in many a barren homage to resistance theory, has unfortunately resulted in feeble analysis with respect to the politically unsuccessful -those who are not successful, those who try but fail, or those not interested, or those who are just not aware. Even to mention the possibility of poor people who may not be "aware," of course, conjures up illicit images of false consciousness and other censured concepts that are themselves abjured today. Yet
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What, we might ask with tongue only slightly in-cheek, is wrong with "blaming the victim"? If agency is a wonderful thing to behold and defend, then the implications of agency for situations in which the powerless are less than brilliantly successful must be explored. If agency is the term for successful incursions of los olvidados into the arenas of power, we need to know more about agency's opposites.
If agency comes about, in part, through an understanding of Manuel Azuela's (1938) legendary social underdogs of their plight and how to lessen at least to some degree their misery, we need to understand the implications of misunderstandings and missteps as well.
One reason for the popularity of the concept of agency relates to the historical context in which the term became popular among academics, a time indeed that saw the advent of resistance theory as well. Agency and resistance both arose in the 1980s, a time in which thinking about large-scale social change, at least in Europe and the United States, seemed to nearly all observers as obsolete, archaic, fool headed, possibly suspect, and indubitably dangerous. As John Gledhill (2004:341) has written, "In a world in which the triumph of the market economy is taken for granted, it seems increasingly difficult to specify 'realistic' strategies for those at the bottom of global society that do not entail enhancing their capacity to function in market society." It is thus not surprising that, grasping every opportunity to find any positive political developments amid a torrent of globalized, neoliberalized, and militarized politics in nations large and small, the ideas of political thinkers like James Scott (1985, 1990) seemed all the more appealing precisely because they were proudly grounded in goals that seemed more feasible, small-scale, and pragmatic.
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Weapons of the Politically Demoralized
As is well known, James Scott counsels that we should learn to better appreciate covert and unorganized forms of resistance. (1987:422) .
It is perhaps no accident that Scott's star rose precisely in a period of retrenched conservativism in the United States, the Reagan years of the 1980s. This was a time when the permanence of certain capitalist social orders seemed more realistic than it did in the 1960s, which was a period Scott has dismissed as inspiring inappropriate romanticism for national liberation movements and the like from Eric Wolf and others. Preferring "pragmatic adaptation to the realities" of their lives
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In redressing perceived past ills, Scott swings too far in the other direction, making hidden forms not simply the most common but the totality of political life under "conditions of tyranny and persecution in which most historical subjects live" (Scott 1990:201 In academic circles in Mexico late modern realism has included a shift away from "class analysis," as illustrated in many of the influential books published by Néstor García Canclini in this period (see, for example, 1982, 1987, 1989, 1995) . The parallels are striking between the wholesale replacement of working class theories with others focused on "popular classes" and the rise in status of theories of resistance in the same period. Predominant, universalist theories of classes and class struggle, often of an economist tinge, were to be replaced with more standard sociological categories of "urban citizenry" and "popular consumers." The ambiguities of delineating lines of demarcation for those suffering from grinding inequalities and those who perpetrate such cruelty became, for a growing number of scholars, more difficult to discern.
In an insightful paper on political culture, Guillermo de la Peña (1990:105) insists that we treat the concept of class as profoundly historical. We must cease to view class as a magic wand used to catalog groups of people into categories in order to predict social behavior. Instead, de la Peña argues, if class is to retain any of its salience, it must be utilized as a concept alive with the possibility of real people constructing real (and really) complex interpretations of their daily lives. It is Beyond Resistance -Gutmann -17-Jun-08 9 obviously more than coincidence that such reevaluation of the constitution and consequence of classes occurred at the same time as angst-ridden doubt and ironic uncertainty were on the rise, and as modernist (meta)truth and teleology were met with unchecked uncertainty or even scorn. As if this were all merely a game of speculative gymnastics. Although there is much to be altered and amended in class analysis, the key problem for those who would shuffle off to ironic oblivion may be that, like their overdetermining ancestors, they have too little insight into and no plan to help resolve poverty, disease, and raging inequalities and misery in the world.
With these thoughts as a backdrop, and keeping in mind the dialectical versus To start with, a discussion about blame.
Resistance and Burros
"A lot of people talk these days about democracy as the goal of all kinds of social struggle," I commented one day in 1997 to Gabriel, a mechanic friend.
"But ask those wise guys if they go to the marches, if they go to the meetings.
'Do you go out and raise hell?' Everyone talks about democracy," Gabi complained.
"The Zapatistas, too?" I asked him.
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"I know there exists a book, but I haven't had the opportunity to read it. It's translated into Spanish, and, truth is, I think it's got some really interesting things.
It's helped me to understand more. When you understand what we are, well, you learn everything.
"Unfortunately people aren't attracted to the program, at least the youth aren't.
How come? Actually, there's a lot of interest. I've read some astronomy books that have fallen into my hands, and everything Sagan says I have read in other books.
These are the books they sell over there [on the streets surrounding the National University], and as they're less expensive, I buy them. Sometimes I find them tossed away. I've found really good books in the garbage, and the truth is that a book is a treasure."
Gabriel talked of acquaintances who were employed at UNAM who had argued with him about Sagan. They told Gabi that in the University they had already learned In Santo Domingo, as elsewhere in the world in the twenty-first century, popular theories of genetic inheritance have become a type of secular cosmology, imbuing those in the know with the capacity to explain the deepest and most perplexing of enigmas about human existence and cosmic infinity. For instance, Gabriel discusses his penchant for alcohol in terms of inherited traits, as a way of linking his proclivities to biological roots and in the process of deriving some sense of absolution for his sins. Although his remarks are often offered offhandedly, halfjokingly, nonetheless Gabi is not alone in attributing drinking proclivities to genes (see Gutmann 1999) . In this way, problems like alcoholism may be characterized by those who suffer from this affliction as beyond the reach of rational remedies; if they are caused by "inside forces" that are amenable only to evolutionary mutations, then what is a poor problem drinker to do but accept with equanimity his or her biologically derived fate?
At the same time, Gabriel discusses both his pursuit of knowledge and his anger at those who demean such learning as unsophisticated, insinuating therefore that Gabriel is less truly well informed. What constitutes correct understanding, when has someone achieved a real, conscious grasp on an issue or topic, and how are these things measured? Far from being confined to epistemological and cloistered scholarly towers, these questions make up the stuff of daily street discussions -at least if
Gabriel has anything to say about the course of a conversation.
It is easy enough to support Gabriel's personal claims to the right to knowledge. And we may and should admire Gabi's refusal to bow to the snobbishness of those who argue that Sagan dumbed down his program for the masses. If such determination and thirst for learning is not simply a good in itself, then when men like Gabriel become more learned, even more self-aware, this can have implications for political life more broadly. And surely they may learn without seeking the permission of condescending saviors. But if this kind of self-awareness is led further than the romantic valorization of poor people and their ability to break through unflattering portraits of themselves, such knowledge must be measured in some sense against ignorance and complicity. Again, John Monteiro's paper elsewhere in this volume is relevant with respect to understanding the meaning and applicability of collaboration between subject peoples and those in socially dominant circumstances. No matter how loathe theorists of change may be to attribute to the dispossessed any responsibility for their misery, co-optation, and duplicity, the recognition of knowledge in the sense of self-awareness requires it.
Historical Motivations and Social Expectations
Let us now turn to Oaxaca, where a major social conflict developed in 2006 that holds lessons for the contemporary study of social expectations, agency and apathy, and resistance.
As they had every year for more than two decades, 70,000 teachers in Oaxaca, The UABJO Rector Francisco Martínez Neri made concerted attempts throughout the conflict to preserve the autonomy of the university, declaring, "We would defend the participation of any professor and any student" in the social protests. After university students took over Radio Universidad, there were personal attacks on him such as announcements on a radio station associated with the government that persons were headed to his house to burn it down.
The events of 2 November 2006 were especially complex. As he later recounted, after hearing on the radio that the police was trying to enter the university, Martínez Neri called the Mexican President, the Secretary of the Interior, and the Federal Police that had entered Oaxaca days before. He demanded that "they Beyond Resistance -Gutmann -17-Jun-08 20 withdraw from the university." When he arrived at the university himself, "I observed that a group of state police was trying to force a door to enter" the university and helicopters from the Federal police were dropping tear gas within the university that had become, in his words, "a war zone." Nonetheless, despite pressure from the government, the Rector defended the autonomy of the university and the police were unable to occupy the university grounds.
In the last twenty years, when Mexico has experienced a "democratization" of political processes, the party that long controlled virtually every political office at federal and local levels for several decades, the PRI ( It is in the context of such state terrorism and the ensuing social upheaval that we may well ask ourselves what it means to "be reasonable" about the chances for large-scale social change. Or, to paraphrase the query of political philosopher Wendy Brown (2005:99) , what does it mean for scholars to be working in a time when we have lost the belief in the possibility and the viability of a radical overthrow of existing social relations? In particular Brown calls for scholars to "recuperate a utopian imaginary," and it is this vision that I wish to contrast to the dreary realism of so much resistance writing.
Roger Bartra noted that in the 1980s and 1990s in Mexico, although many people believed that the new social movements would provide the necessary impulse from below for "the great transformation" that would incorporate nationalist and Beyond Resistance -Gutmann -17-Jun-08 23 populist social programs first demanded by these movements, and notwithstanding the fact that these movements successfully mobilized tens of thousands of citizens to achieve certain reforms, social disparities of nearly every kind continued to widen during this same period (1999:70-71).
The conflict and social movement in Oaxaca in 2006 took place at a time of brutal government repression against social protest. Yet also noteworthy is the fact that this repression was met with what the director of UABJO's Radio Universidad described as "an effervescence of popular initiative." And for everyone in Oaxaca regardless of political viewpoint, the changes that occurred were seen as producing a "a before and an after", a sense that "Oaxaca will never be the same. The attempts to move beyond resistance to utopian social transformations seemed ultimately beyond reach in Oaxaca as among the Quilombos of Brazil. So, finally, there seemed for the moment to be no political space beyond resistance.
Activism and Apathy
Yet, I hasten to add, none of the events in Oaxaca in 2006 should be taken to mean that scholars should focus exclusively on activists, on rebellions, or on intentional forms of opposition to various status quo. Among other things, in the very "apolitical" and "apathetic" interstices beloved by historians and anthropologists one may find that the uninvolved and uninformed are never quite so, and that visions of better worlds can also be the stuff of daily life for those who seem to shun public politics. Obviously, marches, sit-ins and other occupations did not begin in 1994. In fact, in Santo Domingo, such protests constitute an important part of the colonia's history, going back to its earliest days after the original invasion. Since the first days of the invasion of Santo Domingo in September 1971, when men and women gathered around rock piles and discussed how to contend with municipal authorities and the periodic incursions of police into their makeshift squatter camps, it has been similarly difficult to distinguish between activity that constitutes hidden forms of resistance and that which represents overt kinds of confrontational politics.
In January 1997, Juan and Héctor offered to give me a ride to the north side of the city. We tried heading in their car straight through downtown but quickly found ourselves in a traffic jam several kilometers south of the Centro. We never figured out for sure what had caused all the traffic, but as we sat there going nowhere, both
Juan and Héctor launched into a spirited condemnation of marches, protests, and occupations in general. It did not matter, Héctor insisted as he leaned over to look at me in the back seat, who might be demonstrating-students, campesinos, workers, or some other trouble makers-the demonstrations were futile, disruptive, and most annoying. Juan, who was driving, added that all I had to do to learn about the ineffectiveness of protests like these was listen to the television news. Weren't the TV announcers correct that so many stopped cars greatly exacerbated the already high levels of wintertime pollution in the city? They explained it all quite clearly on television, Juan said, and he was convinced that the media's analysis of protesters who were out of synch with the population overall was overwhelmingly accurate and fair.
Such contrarian opinions about protests, marches, and sit-ins among residents Moreover, odd as it may seem, protest does not always entail actual opposition to the target of dissent. Protests can also be ritualized and used to legitimize the Beyond Resistance -Gutmann -17-Jun-08 28 powers of the status quo. Paraphrasing Max Gluckman's (1960) famous discussion of rites of rebellion, David Kertzer has shown that, "in spite of their apparent delegitimating intent, such rites can serve to reinforce existing power inequalities….
[as] people are able to ventilate their natural resentments of occupying inferior places in society and, in so doing, allow the system to continue" (1988:54-55) . Acting as safety valves and sops, protests can validate the powers that be, as Stanley Brandes has shown in his 1988 analysis of fiestas in rural Mexico: but insofar as protests actually defy existing social relations, they can upset them. Either way, however, rarely is resistance in the form of public protest so one-sided and clearly delineated that it represents some kind of pure political action which is thoroughly absent any significant countervailing impulses and effects.
In Mexico City and Oaxaca, in colonias populares like Santo Domingo and citadels of higher learning like the UABJO, in the 1990s the term "socialism" ceased to be discussed or even contemplated as a way of radically reorganizing society. 
